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The "KING ALPHA"
$5 Silver Certificate

Paper Money Whole No. 127

this. Accordingly, the control would be a block ("KA") that
was three advanced from current production. This was the
first unique distinction for "King Alpha".

It is understood that the $5 silver certificate 1934A "KA"s
would not go through normal channels to the Federal Re-
serve Banks. They were to be issued directly to the U.S. Mili-
tary Finance offices for overseas payment to the troops
in England, the European Theater, Africa and the Middle
East. This was another distinction for "King Alpha". After the  GRAEME M. TON, JR . 

One of only nine known $5 silver certificates 1934A blue seal trial face check plate 307. It
is also the lowest known "GAP" blue seal 307. Face check plate H307—back check plate
1330.

The most fascinating, in my opinion, and my favorite $5 silver
certificate is the "King Alpha". It is the "KA" block printed in the
$5 silver certificate Series 1934A and 1934B.

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP) must have liked
"KA" also! First, they specifically selected "King Alpha" for a
very special use. Then, they used him for everything possible
among $5 silver certificates. They issued "KA" as a regular blue
seal, a blue seal trial face 307, a North Africa yellow seal, a
North Africa yellow seal trial face 307, muled him with 1934
Series back plate 637 and overlapped his tenure in two Series,
1934A and 1934B.

As such, the "King Alpha" reign spanned four years (1942 to
1945) and this gave "KA" the distinction of the longest run of
any $5 silver certificate block.

The accompanying chart illustrates the 14 different issues of
"King Alpha". It is pertinent to this article and will be used for
continuous reference. There is also additional data that might be
of interest to the reader.

"IN THE BEGINNING . ."

T
 HE story of "King Alpha" is closely allied with World War

II. In 1942 we were sending more and more troops over-
seas. The U.S. Treasury and War Departments devised

a plan to have enough currency to pay these troops and at the
same time establish control of the currency.

War brings on a large increase in the demand for currency.
What to do with this demand for overseas use? How to control
and identify it?

For the European Theater, the $5 note selected was the $5
silver certificate 1934A "KA" block. The average life of a $5
silver certificate block was about one year. This means the 8th
block , the "HA", was in production in 1942. Peter Huntoon's
research (PAPER MONEY Whole No. 111, page 123) confirms

war was over, the restarted $5 silver certificate "KA"s would
have been funnelled through the Federal Reserve Banks.

The first issue $5 silver certificate 1934A blue seals
K00000001A to K34188000A apparently was sent directly to
England for payment to our troops there.

NORTH AFRICA - YELLOW SEAL
$5 SILVER CERTIFICATES

Money is a tool of war. Our currency, backed by silver at the
time, if captured in a significant amount by the enemy could
have been used as a weapon for covert operations such as spy
payoffs, to buy partisan support (example the Croats), support
fifth column activities, etc.

There were other considerations. Black markets flourished in
WW II. There was also the possibility of a major theft of our cur-
rency overseas. These are other reasons why the "KA" block
was selected. It would be a means of control and identification if
either activity got out of hand.

Our major exposure to these possibilities would be the curren-
cy used to pay the troops actually going into combat. As a fur-
ther control, a special yellow seal silver certificate was devised. If
the enemy did capture a significant quantity of our currency, we
would be able to declare all yellow seal currency non-negoti-
able, thereby rendering it useless to the enemy. (Our troops who
had the yellow seal silver certificates would be allowed to re-
deem them for currency that would be negotiable.)

The 1st issue was delivered September 4, 1942 and the last,
the 6th issue, was delivered May 8, 1944. The chart lists the six
different issues and their Serial Number ranges.

The different issues correspond to the needs of our troops in
these foreign theaters. First, Casablanca and Dakar (North Afri-
ca), then the invasion of Sicily, followed by the battles in Italy,
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and finally the invasion of Europe through France into Ger-
many. As we put more and more troops into these theatres of
operation, there was a need for more and more yellow seal cur-
rency. Accordingly, we progress from the first three issues of
only 320,000 notes each to the 6th issue of a massive
12.000,000 notes. The invasion of France was on June 6,
1944, one month after the 6th issue, which illustrates this pro-
gression in relation to needs.

A total of 16,660,000 $5 silver certificate 1934A "KA" yellow
seals were delivered. They had served their purpose, and the
BEP did not issue any more "King Alphas" after K65984000A
until the war was over. When the war in Europe ended, troops
(such as the 82nd Airborne) were sent to the Pacific. Before
leaving, these troops were paid in yellow seal currency. This is
one reason why so many turned up on our west coast.

Observation shows us that the North Africa yellow seals $1,
$5, and $10 are the only small U.S. currency issued in 4 colors:
1) green back, 2) black face, 3) blue serial numbers, and 4) the
yellow seal. This uniqueness makes the series one of the most
collectible of all small-size currency issues.

The North Africa yellow seals and the Hawaii brown seals are
often referred to as "Emergency Currency". An emergency is an
unforeseen happening or state of affairs that requires prompt ac-
tion. The North Africa and Hawaii notes were well planned and
their production was not on a crisis basis. In this regard, the term
"Emergency Currency" is a misnomer. The only small-size U.S.
"Emergency Currency" are the $5 to $100 1929 Federal Re-
serve Bank notes. They were authorized for immediate necessi-
ty by the "Emergency Bank Act" of the March 9, 1933 to fore-
stall the banking crisis at that time.

THE "GAP" BLUE SEAL ISSUES

From the chart we see that blue seal "KA" notes were printed
between the six different issues of the North Africa yellow seal
"KA" notes. These five "GAP" blue seal "KA" issues were very
likely printed to restock the military finance offices for payment
to troops in the European Theater who were not going directly
into combat.

The "GAP"s were printed concurrently with the preceding
issue of the North Africa yellow seals. The $5 silver certificate
1934As were printed 12 notes to a sheet. Unless something ex-
tremely unusual occurred, the BEP would print the green back
and the black face with plate numbers. If we add the North Afri-
ca yellow seal issue to the following "GAP" blue seal issue, the
total of the two will be exactly 12 notes to a sheet.

For instance, the 1st issue of North Africa yellow seals consist-
ed of 320,000 notes. The 1st issue "GAP" blue seals had
1,912,000 notes. The total of 2,232,000 notes divided by 12
comes out to exactly 186,000 sheets printed.

This is true of all except the 5th issue of North Africa yellow
seals when combined with the 5th issue "GAP" blue seals.
WHY? Independent of the preceding 5th issue North Africa yel-
low seals, the 5th issue "GAP" blue seals of 9,132,000 does di-
vide quite nicely by 12 into 761,000 sheets printed.

Chuck O'Donnell illustrates (7th edition, page 107) a $5 silver
certificate 1934A K36129795A. This is important as it is in the
1st issue "GAP" blue seals, which is one of the more difficult to
find.

A total of 15,136,000 "GAP" blue seals were printed in the
five issues-60% of which were in the 5th and last "GAP" issue.
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BLUE SEAL -
TRIAL FACE CHECK PLATE 307

Trial face check plate 307 was pressed into service to print
some $5 silver certificate 1934A "KA"s. It was used only on
"King Alpha" and a few North Africa yellow seal star notes.
WHY? Was it by happenstance or part of a plan?

Only nine $5 silver certificate 1934A blue seal trial face 307s
are known to exist.
They are:	 K21768367A

K22316339A

K22453881A

K33702051A
K45406022A
K52282527A	 These are in the
K52928736A
	

5th Issue "GAP"
K52928747A
	

blue seals.
K52928748A

The first four were printed prior to the 1st issue of North
Africa yellow seals, which began at K34188001A. The other
five were printed in the 5th "GAP" issue between the last two
issues of North Africa yellow seals. The $5 silver certificate
1934A blue seal trial face 307 illustrated at the beginning of this
article is significant in that it is the earliest known blue seal trial
face 307 that is also a "GAP" note. It is very possible that this
rare combination will only exist in the 5th "GAP" issue.

YELLOW SEAL -
TRIAL FACE CHECK PLATE 307

The $5 silver certificate trial face 307 was used more frequent-
ly in the "KA" North Africa yellow seals. So far, they have ap-
peared only in the last two issues of the yellow seal $5s.

In the 5th issue North Africa yellow seals only two trial face
307s are presently known: K43388878A and K43413197A.

In the 6th and last issue of the $5 1934A North Africa yellow
seals delivered May 8, 1944, there are many known. The low
observed is K54175711A and the high observed is
K62801265A.

SUMMARY -
TRIAL FACE CHECK PLATE 307

A brief combining of this data on both the blue and yellow seal
trial face check plate 307 might be appropriate. We have:

4 blue seals prior to the 1st issue North Africa yellow seals:

2 yellow seals in the 5th issue North Africa;
5 blue seals in the 5th "GAP" issue; and
Many yellow seals in the 6th and last issue North Africa.
A total of 47,437 sheets of $5 silver certificate 1934A "KA"

blue and yellow seal trial face check plate 307 were printed.
Even though other $5 silver certificate 1934A blocks were being
printed during this period, trial face check plate 307 was only
used on the $5 silver certificate 1934A "KA"s.

After the $5 silver certificate 1934A K65984000A yellow seal
North Africa, the printing of "King Alpha" was suspended until
after the war. This also retired trial face check plate 307. Had
`307' served a purpose that was no longer needed or was it just
worn out?
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THE CHANGE: 1934A KA to 1934B KA "King Alpha" had 14 different issues; he overlapped Series
1934A and 1934B many times in the last 9 1/2 million notes. All

other $5 silver certificates printed by the
12-subject sheet process have changeover
pairs existing in the first block of the new
series. "King Alpha" had the mules in two
series with a wide range of known serial
numbers.

A spectacular catch would be a trial face
307 with a change to a regular "KA" face
plate, whether blue or yellow seal. Look for
them, primarily, in the 5th "GAP" blue seal
issue and the 6th North Africa yellow seal
issue.

A $5 silver certificate 1934E printed prior to official beginning of 1934B
Series. Face check plate 1774 and back check plate 1724.

On July 23, 1945 Fred M. Vinson officially replaced W.A.
Julian as Secretary of the Treasury. As was the custom, this ne-
cessitated a change of Series because of the new Secretary's sig-
nature on the new face check plates.

The first delivery of the $5 silver certificate 1934B "KA"s was
not until February 6, 1946. The $5 silver certificate 1934A
"KA"s had ended with face check plate 1765. The $5 silver cer-
tificate 1934B "KA"s started with face check plate 1769.

The official beginning of the new Series was $5 silver certifi-
cate 1934B K90480001A, thereby starting sheet 7,540,001 of
"King Alpha." As we see from the photo, some were printed
earlier. These were probably "sample" notes used to acquire all
the approvals necessary before official production began.

We will also find $5 silver certificate 1934A "KA"s in the
1934B designated serial number range. This overlapping of
Series is due to the BEP using up, as an economy measure,
older plates from one Series even though a later Series was of-
ficially in production.

"KA" MULES — BACK CHECK PLATE 637
Before the BEP was finished with "King Alpha" they gave him

the distinction of being muled with a 1934 Series Back Plate—
all the same micro number 637. The BEP found this old back
plate that should have been used eleven years earlier when they
restarted the $5 silver certificate 1934A "KA"s after the war. In
doing so, it also gave us the first $5 silver certificate mule since
the $5 silver certificate 1934A "HA" block of 1942.

Only 10 $5 silver certificate 1934A "KA" mules are known to
exist today. They range in serial numbers from the low of
K71959098A to the high of K96037199A. The last three,
K91823299A, K95824285A and K96037199A, overlap into
the official range of the 1934B "KA"s. This gives us the unusual
triple occurrence of the old face plates mated with an older
micro back plate in the next Series serial number range; i.e.
1934A face plate, 1934 back plate, 1934B serial number range.

Only eight $5 silver certificate 1934B "KA" mules are known
to exist today. They range in serial numbers from the low of
K90480001A (also the official beginning of the $5 silver cer-
tificate 1934B Series) to the high of K98714787A.

NO CHANGEOVER PAIRS???
A mystery! One of the many intriguing things about "King

Alpha" is that no known changeover pair exists today.

ALL those combinations are more in one block than any
other block regardless of denomination, type or series! Many
"KA" series changeover pairs and many, many more "KA"
design changeover pairs were surely printed. There could even
be some with the rare triple occurrence: 1934A mule in the
1934B serial number range. They were there, but to date not a
single changeover pair is known to have survived. It is the major
chapter in the history of $5 silver certificate changeover pairs
that is incomplete.

The search goes on . .

"THE FINALE . ."
Whether by happenstance or design, the BEP finished "King

Alpha" right on schedule in 1945. "King Alpha" was the 11th
block in the 11th year of printing our small-size $5 silver cer-
tificates!

After the longest run (four years) of any $5 silver certificate
block, "King Alpha" exited with a flourish. He had a new series
with another Secretary of the Treasury signature. Using redis-
covered micro back plate 637, he was the leader of a new gen-
eration of $5 silver certificate mules that was to last another in-
credible four years.

There are too many happenstances with "King Alpha". It's
more as if his entire tenure was a well-measured master plan.

For one last happenstance, let us examine the first regular
issue of 34,188,000 notes and the last two regular issues. After
the restart in 1945, the combined issuance is 34,015,999 notes
plus the $5 silver certificate 1934B K00000000A at the end
(which would have been pulled) for a total of 34,016,000 notes.

That is a slim difference of 172,000 notes. In "The GAP Blue
Seal Issues" section of this article, the question is raised, WHY
was the 5th North Africa yellow seal issue out of step with
12-subject sheet production? Oddly, if we add that issuance of
1,700,000 notes to the 172,000 difference, the total is
1,872,000—exactly 156,000 sheets.

Had "King Alpha" served his purpose? He had, and quite
well. He served us from shortly after the start of WW II to the
very end—and beyond.

No other block in the realm of $5 silver certificates compares
to "King Alpha". His reign was supreme!
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$5 Silver Certificates 1934A "KA" and 1934B "KA" — Serial Number Range of Different Issues

Series Serial Number Ranges Different Issues & Seals Quantity Printed

1934A K00000001A to K34188000A Regular issue — blue 34,138,000

1934A K3418800 1A to K34508000A 1st Issue North Africa 	 — yellow 320,000

1934A K34508001A to K36420000A "GAP" 1st issue — blue 1,912,000

1934A K36420001A to K36740000A 2nd issue North Africa — yellow 320,000

1934A K36740001A to K37464000A "GAP" 2nd issue — blue 724,000

1934A K37464001A to K37784000A 3rd issue North Africa — yellow 320,000

1934A K37784001A to K40068000A "GAP" 3rd Issue — blue 2,284,000

1934A K40068001A to K42068000A 4th issue North Africa — yellow 2,000,000

1934A K42068001A to K43152000A "GAP" 4th issue — blue 1.084,000

1934A K43152001A to K44852000A 5th issue North Africa — yellow 1,700,000

1934A K44852001A to K53984000A "GAP" 5th issue — blue 9,132,000

1934A K5398400 1 A to K65984000A 6th issue North Africa —	 yellow 12,000,000

1934A K65984001A to K90480000A (Re-start) Regular issue — blue 24,496,000

1934B K90480001A to K99999999A Regular issue — blue 9,519,999

1) The serial number ranges in the six North Africa issues and the ending of the 1934A Series and the beginning of the 1934B Series are official
recordings. The other serial number ranges have been extrapolated by using this data.

2) As noted in the text of this article, there are 1934B Series in the 1934A serial number range and conversely 1934A Series in the 1934B serial
number range.

A COLLECTOR'S DREAM
For those who thrive on the pursuit of a special and unusual

collection, "King Alpha" offers more challenges than any other
block in small-size currency.

There is the basic collection of one each from the 1934A and
1934B Series along with a North Africa yellow seal.

An interesting collection is a North Africa yellow seal from
each of the six different issues. Locating these can be a
challenge, especially the first three issues. (To increase the
challenge, a $5 silver certificate 1934A North Africa yellow seal
star note should be added.) This collection can be expanded by
adding the "GAP" blue seals from each of those five different
issues. The "GAP"s may be more difficult to acquire than their
counterpart North Africa yellow seals of similar issuance.

A SUPER collection of "King Alpha" would be the collector's
dream! The complete story requires 20 different "KA"s. There
would be one from each of the 14 issues. This would be spiced-
up with a blue seal trial face 307 and a yellow seal trial face 307.
Add to these a 1934A "KA" mule and a 1934B "KA" mule.
Top this off with a 1934A from the 1934 serial number range
and a 1934B from the 1934A serial number range. It could be
dressed-up with low and special serial numbers such as radars,
fancy, solid. (There is always the possiblity that changeover
pairs will surface. These would be the frosting of this Collector's
Dream.)

Now, THAT can be an ultimate challenge, and like all real
challenges, a rewarding experience when accomplished!

Do not search for just CU notes. Several of the issues are
known only in circulated condition. The important thing is to
find the note, regardless of grade or appearance.

For those who strive for an "eye-popping" display at shows
and conventions, a collection of $5 silver certificate 1934A and
1934B "KA"s as complete as possible would surely be an award

winner.
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• Confederate Finance by Richard Cecil Todd, Athens, Ga. 1954,

The University of Georgia Press.

• Blockade, The Ciuil War at Sea by Robert Carse, 1958, New York,
Rinehart & Company, Inc.

• The Blockade-Runners by Dave Homer, 1968, New York, Dodd.
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1958, New York, The Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc.

• Recollections of a Rebel Reefer by Capt. James Morris Morgan,
1917, Boston and New York, Houghton Mifflin Co.

Note: English shipowners during this time seemed to prefer animal
names for their ships. Shortly after the initial voyage the Confederacy
renamed the Giraffe the R.E. Lee. A sister ship originally called the
Leopard was renamed the Stonewall Jackson. Captain Wilkinson be-
came quite famous as a blockade-runner and made over twenty suc-
cessful trips from England to Confederate ports before he was promoted
to a newer ship. Union blockade ships gradually tightened their noose
on the Southern ports and the Confederacy finally ran out of supplies to
support the War.
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